There is a loophole between the Mazuma card standards followed in the banks and the financial frauds done by the Mazuma card cloning. It undertakes two primary tasks; namely understanding of the traditional standard cash card provided by the banks and a proposed methodology to make them more secure to reduce the Mazuma card frauds. The methodology utilizes the watermarking procedure to embed the customer's unique signature in the magnetic stripe of the Mazuma card which plays a prominent role to authenticate the utilizer. This authentication mechanism is a subsidiary while transaction to secure cash card from being cloned via skimming contrivance. In this paper we compute the Laplacian coordinates and then construct vectors (histogram) followed by embedding the watermark adjusting the state of that histogram. We hide all the users details in this watermark. The watermark extraction is done blindly without referencing the host model. It is also robust and resists the geometrical transformation such as translation, uniform scaling, rotation and vertex reordering.
Introduction
In the present scenario where plastic money (bank cards) play an important role, it is vital to have high security and authentication system. In this work, approach is to enhance information security in the ATM cards, using the applications of computer graphics. A advanced watermark will be an advanced indicator installed under a advanced medium, for example, text, audio, picture or feature. It is used for authorized access. Thus, we need a watermark which is robust and can resist various attacks. We are focusing on algorithm for watermarking three-dimensional closed plane meshes, which embeds the watermarking under those geometry, adjusting the position of vertices. We will also be testing the algorithm against geometric transformation; expansion of commotion also network smoothing. We would worried over the heartiness of the watermark against altering strike. Likewise those Laplacian coordinates need aid invariant under interpretation Furthermore revolution signs need aid inserted under the histogram of the lengths of the vectors (x, y, z). Use of histograms makes method, invariant to various effective attacks viz., noise addition, uniform scaling, vertex reordering. Hence, if we hide customers all information in this watermark it will be difficult to alter it. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the relevant work, section 3 reviews the design of ATM cards. Section 4 gives the basic idea behind watermarking and mathematical background of the same. The succeeding section describes the procedure of embedding watermark into three-dimensional models. Section 6 describes the watermark extraction mechanisms and in the next section a few experimental results are studied. In 7, section we compare the result with other two famous algorithms for watermarking by Zhiqiang et al. and another by Wei-Min Zheng et al. Finally, we conclude the paper by stating the limitations and future work in the 8 section.
Motivation and Background
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Magnetic strip standards
According to ISO/IEC standard 7811, a magnetic strip of an Indian ATM cards contain the following three tracks, each of which has width of 1/10 th of an inch 17 .
The track contains the following details. The size and the content value of each track are different. The size of track 1 is 210 bits/inch and it holds 79 numeric read only characters. Track 2 has 75 bits/inch in size and carries 40 alphanumeric user information. The last track, i.e., track 3 has 210 bits/inch and contains 107 characters signifying VISA information. Table 2 briefly explains them all.
Literature Survey
The exploration investment under the watermarking from claiming three-dimensional models will be generally newer; nonetheless morals there are many steganography and watermarking algorithms for text, audios, digital images and videos.
Three-dimensional mesh watermarking can be classified as:
Spatial domain 2. Frequency domain
One of the three-dimensional watermarking algorithms proposed by Yeo et al. 1 talks about the vertex dependency, has functions that depend on the order of traversal of the vertices is one of the drawbacks. He also proposes a calculation dependent upon adjustment of the mean quality furthermore difference of the conveyance about vertex norms distribution. It can also be embedded by altering the distance of the host three-dimensional model. Three-dimensional mesh watermarking can also be based on frequency analysis. Ohbouchi et al. 2 change those state of mesh with embed those watermark under those low recurrence. A general survey of 3D mesh watermarking is provided in Wang K. et al. A comprehensive survey on three-dimensional mesh watermarking. In a paper by Lin et al. 3 , the problem of of vertex traversal dependency has been addressed by using independent hashed function. In a paper by Bors 4 , he explains watermarking algorithm based on locale geometric perturbations which results in comparatively small embedding distortion.
Even steganographical methods are employed but they are not so robust so we used an algorithm which is based on watermarking and can be used for three-dimensional mesh watermarking using computer graphics. This algorithm is not affected by distortion operations, such as translation or vertex reordering and many other possible common attacks mentioned in later section example, noise, uniform scaling etc. Watermark even resists attacks like smoothing.
Three-dimensional Mesh Watermarking
In this area we describe those prerequisites required, utilized calculation and the algorithm with extricate the watermark blindly without referencing of the unique model.
Laplace coordinates be a polygonal network model comprising about N vertices, that point we bring V what's more E similarly as vertices and edges individually. The set of Cartesian coordinates are given by (x i , y i , z i ), assuming to be in row vector. We also define the 1-ring neighbor for all vertices, v i , such that
The Kirchoffs matrix is defined by:
For each vertex v i , any neighbor of v i is
Thus, we have vertices of the Laplacian coordinates as rows of the matrix:
Those cartesian coordinates of the vertices from the Laplacian coordinates camwood a chance to be acquired by M −1 × L. It is also possible that M is not invertible in that case, M is updates as per explained in step 4
where x > 0 is minute real number. Those watermark recommended embeds under the histogram of the lengths of the Laplacian coordinates vectors.
These lengths are ordered under K bins as stated by:
where,
Those histogram from claiming d is generated all the toward numbering those amount from claiming component on each about B k .
Overview
Assuming that watermark is a bit-string. Each bit (w j = ±1) will be embedded under a plane about bins (B k1 , B k2 ) with k 1 = k 2 . Some pairs of bins are not used so as to guarantee accurate watermark extraction. A pair
where, n thr = embedding threshold. Now, suppose (B k1, B k2 ) is valid, we embed person watermark bit, w j , under this couple toward utilizing, w j , into this pair by using following function,
Now, C k1 and C k2 are B k1 and B k2 respectively after watermarking. Finally, the watermark touch w j is concentrated starting with those couple about bins (C k1 , C k2 ) 
Watermarking Embedding
To carry out embedding process we need to compute d as defined later as a set about Laplacian lengths.
Further, we have one match for bins with implant you quit offering on that one message touch. Therefore, we need to have even number of bins. If k is odd compute
There wont be any change in d i s. The B i s selected are adjacent bins thus we have k −1 2 pairs of bins. If (B k1 , B k+1 ) < n thr we dont use this pair and d i = d i and if f (B k1 , B k2 ) ≥ n thr , then this pair is used for watermarking, based on following cases:
Case 2: If |B k | < |B k+1 | after that we compelling reason to exchange exactly components starting with B k+1 to B k .
We request ordering those components from claiming B k+1 previously, rising request as follows: Once we have computed all d we need to update the list of Laplacian lengths as follows:
Eventually transferring those tiniest components about B k+1 under B k we keep those twisting of the meshes on an least. This may be to guarantee that watermark could oppose different strike. Also, the amount from claiming focuses exchanged from B k+1 will B k are provided for by: (14) N robust controls the trade-off between robustness of the watermark and distortion of the watermark. Thus, the above section explains clearly the methodology adopted to watermark the user credentials in the ATM cards.
3D Mesh Watermark Extraction
We need aid adopting emulating technique should extricate the provided for watermarked polygonal network model M previously, Cartesian coordinates, the watermark extraction will be thick, as basic furthermore might make conveyed out blindly, for no reference to those first network M 5 . Perform following steps: Based on the equation:
Thus, we can compute bins carrying watermark as f (B k , B k+1 ) ≥ n thr . Finally each bit w j , is sequentially extracted as:
From (B k , B k+1 ). The parameters used are explained in further sections and also we have shown the effect of various attacks on the watermark of three-dimensional object.
Experimental Results

Attacks imposed under consideration
The method and its application has been implemented on C++ using OpenGL. The 3D mesh models used are:
1. Ant 2. Car 3. Face 4. Rhino 5. Snake Those watermark odds are transformed haphazardly for uniform appropriation. Those invertibility of the Laplacian grid m is guaranteed toward setting parameter μ = 10 −5 .
The algorithm used for watermarking are taken from "A robust watermarking scheme for 3D triangular mesh models" by Z. Yu et al. 6 and "A Geometry-based Robust Watermarking Scheme for 3D Model" authored by Zhen Li et al. 7 The attacks imposed on the image under consideration are:
1. Noise: This attack adds the Gaussian noise to its image. 2. Vertex Disturbance: This attack is popularly known as vertex reordering attack. The position of the vertices are scrambled in this attack. 3. Image move: As the name itself is self-explanatory, in this attack the whole model is moved from its original position. 4. Scale Attack: Uniform scaling of the model is done in this attack. 5. Rotation: The model is made to rotate about an axis
Comparison and discussion
We compared this watermarking method with two other algorithms as proposed in paper by Z. Yu et al. and Zhen Li et al. Also, we have found that embedding capacity of steganographic methods are highest but they are less robust. Also, they are sensitive to mesh alternatives. Thus, they are not suitable to requisition for example, such that advanced substance security also verification. Method 0 is based on algorithm proposed in [reference number] by Zhiqiang Yu et al. 8 and method 1 is taken from [reference number] by Wei-Min Zheng et al. 9 Here we have shown original models we watermarked, watermarked models and then attacked watermarks models by addition of noise by the factor of 0.8-0.9. Also, we have applied other malicious attacks example, vertex reordering and uniform scaling. The embedding capacity of the watermark does not reach to maximum because we have missed some of the bins empty but the watermark energy is quite efficient. In the methodology the important parameters are n thr and total number of bins. As the number of bins will increase so does the accuracy and embedding capacity. This approach is blind scheme, so its suitable various range of real-time applications.
Conclusions and Future Work
Those watermarking algorithm for polygon network utilized to watermarking employments accreditation over atm also different advanced cards will be In view of those histogram of the lengths of neighborhood Laplacian direction vectors blindly without references of the first model. This technique is strong against rotation, uniform scaling. What's more vertex rearrangement, above all regular mesh altering operations that change those worldwide state of the mesh.
Our entire watermarking Furthermore extraction operation may be not that period efficient, something like that we would gazing forward towards settling on this a greater amount the long run productive. Also utilization symphonious coordinates instep on analyze comes about.
The constraint is, display proposition will be not same against network rearrangements Furthermore topological progressions. Indeed mean quality coordinates are beneficial hopefuls to watermark carriers.
